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it.
X gas' for United States marshal X eloped
New Mexico, and was followed 38 that the gubernatorial party preceded speakers' table, yellow and white ferred action until
on the ap
are entirely free. At 6:30 38
Friday
was held up by a protest of X J. B. Snead last November, and whose
; X
and
with
38
on
the
flying
snapdragons.
flags
last
second
murder
by
military
by the
' X
of Sherman W. Morris, alias
a free, illustrated lec- - 36
o'clock,
plication
ot
and
Mrs.
Governor
For
suite
airs
of
38
to
Congressman Harvey B. Ferg- - X father was shot and killed by Snead
played
the strains
patriotic
Saturday, also at Albuquerque,
Morris
ture
be given, which all 36
will
Frank
for
Shercliffe,
pardon.
X last Saturday, will not return to his
roses
X usson.
and
at
made
their
Palace
red
hotel,
and In a saloon, an account of 38 by the regimental band,
(Mills
''
is serving a twenty-tivyear sentence
people are urged to attend, for 38
X
The appointment of Judge X home In Amarillo, as he had intended
which appears on another page. 38 way to the Capitol, where on the red carnations.
for the murder of
it will be worth while, Interest- - 38
X - Pope was fought by the saloon X doing. Instead he will go to the
The assassin of Knapp Is la 38 grand stairway forming the main en- For the receiving line American in the penitentiary
'
' jj
' X element. of Chaves
John W. Walsh, a miner, in Leadville,
X ranching country In western Canada
Ing and instructive.
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a pistol. Her husband has been in
the penitentiary for some time. Mrs. GASCARETS INSURE
Chavez left two letters telling why
INSIDECLE1IMSS
Ycu Risk No Money if You Try This she killed herself. She was about 22
years of age.
Remedy.
Ve want every one troubled with
The Millions of Cascaret Users Never
Fatal Shooting at Smelter.
indigestion and dyspepsia to come to
Have Headache, Constipation,
our store and obtain a box of Rexall
Biliousness or Sick Stomach.
Alfredo Holguln was shot Friday
Djspepsia Tablets. They contain
!
evening in an altercation at the smeland Pepsin carefully ter at EI Paso. The shooting is said
It is more necessary that you keep
their to have been done by Jose Gonzales, your Bowels, Liver and Stomach clean,
ccmbined so as to develop
power to overcome digestive t another employe of the smelter. The pure and fresh than it is to keep the
disturbance.
uble occurred about 9:30 Friday sewers and drainage of a large city
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are very evening and the wounded man was free from obstruction.
Are you keeping clean inside with
pleasant to take. They tend to soothe taken to the smelter hospital. He
to v.as shot just below the left nipple, Cascarets or merely forcing a passtre irritable, weak stomach,
strengthen and invigorate the diges- ai;d the wound is believed to be fatal. ageway every few days with salts,
tive organs, to relieve nausea and
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
thus promoting (nutrition
important.
Newspaper Changes..
arid bringing about a feeling of
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
P. H. Speckman of Estancia has
sold the Estancia Daily News to J. A. regulate the stomach, remove the
If you give Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets
food
Constant of David City, Nebraska.The sour, undigested and fermenting
a reasonable trial we will return your
excess bile
foul
and
the
take
gases;
E.
Curren,
Quay County Democrat, J.
out of the
mcney if you are not satisfied with
has given up the ghost after from the liver and carry
the result. Three sizes, 25 cents, 50 editor,
system the decomposed waste matter
a very brief career, showing that
cfnts, and $1.00. Remember, you can
poison in the intestines and
can support only two news- and
obtain Rexall Orderlies only at our
bowels.
of
store The Rexall Store. The Fischer papers. Mayor. Robert W. Speer
No odds how badly and upset you
Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No. .
Southern Cor
Denver has bought the Denver Times,
feel, a Cascaret tonight will straightDrug Co., 232 San Francisco St
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
WE GIVE REGISTER
so as to have a newspaper supporter, en
you out by morning. They wori:
box from
THE 47th STAR. NEW MEXICO. even though he has to edit the paper while you sleep. A
himself.
your druggist will keep your entire
(AVritten and set to music by Rev.
family feeling good for months. Don't
Death of Old Miner.
Julius John Hartmann).
forget the children their little insides
J. W. Burke, died at Hillsboro, Sier- need a good, gentle cleansing, too.
I
De
Country dear, where the eternal sun ra county, of acute pneumonia.
ceased was born in Franklin coutny.
shines;
There one finds what is creation's Mass., on June 24, 1S46. Came west proceeded somewhat subdued by the
in
in 1S75.
Mined and prospected
best.
overpowering effect of the whisky
Where, fair, distant, lofty mour.tain-outline- s California, Mexico and Arizona and overpowering effect of the whiskey
came into this territory in 1879, final reached
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
camp. He was found next
Touch heaven's canopy, and eyes on ly settling at Chloride, Sierra county,
morning at the bottom of a twenty
in
'81
for
and
the
many
vast
year
SEED.
&
ALFALFA
All kinds of flowers, garden
early
field seeds in bulk and packages
plains rest;
foot embankment with his arms and
'Tis this country we hallow,
years he held many important posi- legs frozen, but not a scratch on him.
tions with various mining companies K is claimed that De La O pushed
New Mexico.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
operating in Sierra county.
him off the wagon when they passed
Generations struggle hard
the embankment. Sierra Free Press
Real Estate Deal.
To make its people free,
'
Guard
Till at last, Columbia's
One of the largest deals of real
Sounds Liberty.
estate which has been consummated Teacher Mandamuses School Board
Phone Black
Phone Black
An alternative writ of mandamus
ir Roswell is the one in which W. C.
II
McCown purchased in all 160 acres of returned one week from last Saturday
45
45
Country dear, now gleam thy new- land from N. S. West and contem- has been issued out of the district
star's pure ray
plates erecting thereon a fine resi- court of McKinley county against tue
From the blue vault of God's ;nigbty dence. The consideration of the deal school board of the town of Gallup,
dome.
was $30,000 cash. The place sold was requiring it to show cause wny Miss
Xight is past, there dawns for thee a known as the West ranch and is situ- Stella Sutler should not resume her
new day.
duties as teacher in the schools there.
ated west of Roswell about thirty-fivIt is alleged that the applicant, who
Cndimmed, keep thy radiance all
miles.
In time to come.
had a contract with the board for a
Be our guide, does darkness fall;
Broke His Parole.
year, tendered her resignation on deLead to our home.
Sheriff D. B. Stephens left Deruing mand of the board, when in a state
for Springer with George Keller in of extreme nervousness and without
of
Ill
custody. Keller was convicted
consulting her attorneys. After reCountry dear, where ancient races' robbery at the November term of covering from her nervousness upon
feet trod
court. His sentence was suspended
advice of counsel she demanded her
This ever calm and silent fairyland. owing to his tender years and he was
resignation back, which was refused
Here Apostle soldier of the true God given his parole during good beha She now resorts to the courts to comWATCH FOR BIG AD
Planted on its hills the cross,
vior. Within less than a week after pel the board to erant her
alleged
Blood stained its burning sand.
he was at liberty he was arrested rights. She
charges that the demand
Now the Union's banner floats
and charged with robbing a ranch for her
resignation was made without
O'er free man's laud.
house near Deming. Keller wiil now just cause.
serve a term of three years at the
Guard this land against the foe,
state reform school at Springer.
O God, its barque Thou steer;
From Good Family But Drink Dragged

The Little Store'

FOR

DYSPEPSIA

Year To All

A Hapy New

1912

WINTER

15, T912.

com-ff.r-

t.

E

GROCERY

ri

rr

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

A SUC
WE ARE PROUD OF OUR STORE, BECAUSE IT IS
CESSFUL HARDWARE STORE.
YOU DO NOT "FORK OVER" YOUR MONEY TO US FOR FOOR
PRICE FOR THE
GOODS, BUT PAY US ONLY A REASONABLE
BEST HARDWARE MADE.
WHEN YOU WANT HARDWARE REMEMBER WE'VE GOT IT.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

LEO HERSCH

SPECIAL SALE

Phone

Phone 14

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

FRANK F. GORMLEY
-:-

-

-:-

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

-

Start the NEW YEAR by given better values
:
:
:
especially in 5, 10 and 25c, goods.
OUR PRICES ARE MARKED

-:-

-

-:-

-

than ever,

We

e

at

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

:

:-

IN PLAIN FIGURES.

The Canon Road Automobile Line Passes our Door.
436 Canon Road

Phone Black 6619

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIOCO.

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

And sail on New Mexico,
Grow without fear.

in Fire.
child of Mr. and
The
Mrs. Ed. Dalrymple, of Hurley, Grant
IV
county, was suffocated in a fire which
Country dear, fare on and prosper destroyed their home. The house was
ever,
a frame structur and the fire spread,
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
Happiness, peace, dwell beneath thy with such a rapidity that before the
PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
sky.
little one could be reached it had
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THF ffflllSF OF
Duty, virtue, love, tor the may strangled to death 'tcom the dense
never
smoke which filled the burning buildPart from me, this is my pray'r;
The Dalrymples lost all their
ing.
And on the day I die,
household furniture w'th no insurance.
are ordering in car-loa- d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your May I find in this land fair
The house belonged to the Chino Co.
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
A place to lie.

Child Suffocated

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

,fHIS
i

LEARNARDLINDEMANN COMPANY
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.

Chama Man Robbed at El Paso.

SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.

LEARNARD &
LINDEMANN CO.

Established 1900
Albuqurque,
German Piano Tuner.

E. M. Lehnor, Expert

New Mexico

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality. Coal."
333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union Depot

PHONE, RED 100.

General Express Forwarders
TO

All Parts of The World
SflVfi MOflGV and ,nconvenience

by Purchasing Weils
Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

mVIIVj Fargo

Payable

U.

Throughout

and all Foreign
Countries

S., Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J

"

j j

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

THE STAR BARN,
to
Successor

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
best service to the public and will keep the business
s
line
open at all times day and night, with
of livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
I

first-clas-

I Will appreciate

your patronage and influence.
Yours in Business

130

San Francisco St.

Santa

Fe. N. M.

J

Marriage Licenses.
Two1 marriage licenses were ibsued
p.l Las Vegas:
Lita Vigil, 19, and
Adrian Salazar, 21, both of Canyon-ciito- ;
Pabla Montoya aged IS, and
Juan Gonzales, 44, both of Sapello.
House and Contents Burned.
The residence of .1. Wr. Bradley just
ncrth of the Baptist church in the
Smith addition to Texico burned to
the ground. The house was occupied
by p, p. Oliver and family, and their
household goods all burned.
Insurance $1,400.
All in One County Too.
Cruz Roaso was sent up from the
dnm for theft, Ezra Miller is held for
assault on his half sister, Joe Barela
for assault with intent to kill, Emilio
Dc La O for murder, and "Red" lieCiure for attempted murder. Sierra

Free Press.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
a

THE STATE

J. R. CREATH.
Phone Main 139.

Shot in the Leg.
The examination of Joe Barela for
shooting Pedro Garcia in the leg was
held at Hillsboro. There were seven
The justice
witnesses examined.
bound the prisoner over to the Grand
Jury in a bond of $200 on the charge
of assault with intent to kill.
Hookworm In Grant County.
What is said to be a well developed
case of pellagra or hookworm, has
been discovered in Grant county. The
victim is Frank Campbell, a young
married man Wiio has resided on a
ranch near Central for several years
but who of late was employed in Deming.
Fined for Carrying Deadly Weapon.
Blue Browning, who was placed under arrest at Carlsbad, charged with
carrying a deadly weapon, was arraigned before Justice of the Peace
Walker, and entered a plea of guilty
His fine and costs amounted to $85.86
and he was also given a jail sentence
of thirty days.
Land Withdrawn for Target Range.
The United States land office at
Las Cruces has received a copy of
the proclamation signed by the Presi
dent on December 29, withdrawing all
lands in townships 24 and 2o, south
of range 4 east, in Dona Ana county.
for a target range for Fort Bliss, Tex.
This reservation marks one more step
in the plans for the enlargement of
that post.
Wife of Convict Kills Herself.
Word was received in Santa Rosa
that Amalia Rael de Chavez, wife of
Jcse Leandro Chavez, committed suicide at Salado in Guadalupe county,
by shooting herself in the head with

Rio Arriba
A. Branch, of Chama,
county, N. M., was held up and robbed

Him Down.
"Red'' McClure had been trapping
in the Tanks Canyon for some time
with another man. They decided to
break partnership and McClure who
is a heavy drinker was displeased
about the division and appeared at W.
P. Fergusson's shack one night last
week and put a rifle in Fergusson's
back with the admonition not to turn.
Then 'he leveled the rifle at his former
partner saying: "Well kid you are a
pretty good boy but I am goirg to
kill you anyhow."
then
Fergusson
made a sudden lunge and turned the
rifle toward the ground.
The other
boy jumped for "Red" and the latter
pulled the trigger, the bullet passing
between the men into the wall. "Red
was overpowered.
He was accused
of murder in Alamogordo where he
lay in jail for nine months. He comes
of a good family in Kentucky. Sierra

by a man and woman on Third
street, between Oregon street and
Broadway at El Paso. He was on his
way to the San Carlos hotel from L.e
southern part of the city and lost his
way, when the man and woman ac- Free Press.
costed him in the alley in front of
the City of Mexico saloon and rifled
his pockets. He said that neither of
THESE ARE HilN FACTS
the holdup agents was armed, but
they pinned his arms behind him rnd
is
went through his pockets, securing $25
Now, when nearly everybody
in bills and about $5 or $6 in silver.
coughing, it is well to know the plain
truth about coughs and colds.
Second Murder in Week at AlbuquerSince coughs are caused by irritation of the sensitive lining of the
que.
In a fight following a quarrel over bronchial tubes, the only way to cure
shaking dice in Ricordati's saloon, 216 a cough is to stop that inflammation,
The only way to do that is through
Ncrth Third street, Albuquerque late
Saturday afternoon, Daniel Nuanes of the blood by making it richer so
Los Candelarias, was struck over the that it will nourish and soothe the
twad with a piece of iron, believed to inflamed, tender tissues.
have been a section of gas pipe, and
Instead of cough syrups we always
his skull fractured, as a result of recommend that sterling blood and
which he died at 10:30 o'clock Satur strength renewer, Vinol. It is a de
day night at St. Joseph's hospital. licious cod liver and iron preparation
George Papini, bartender of the sa without oil and actually cures coughs,
loon, in front of which the fight took eclds and bronchitis by building up
place, was arrested as Nuanes' assail tto "whole system.
ant and is held in the county jail. Mrs. Bessie Mathes, Lynchburg, S.
there to face a charge of murder C, says, "I want you to know what
which will probably
be preferred Vinol has done for me. I have had
against liim.
chronic bronchitis for the past year.
coughing, and losing sleep a great
Whiskey at Bottom of Third Murder. deal. Two bottles of Vinol fixed me
Emilio De La O is accused of hav up all right, my cough is gone and I
ing pushed a man named Garcia off am better i nevery way."
a wagon while on the way home from
We give back your money if Vinol
Engle to the dam with a party of halt does not do all that we claim. The
a dozen others, in Sierra county. Gar Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M,
cia and De La O had a fight during
the trip home, and all the rest but one
who could not move, got off the wag
on and looked on. During this fight
Garcia got a black eye. The party

of

$30

Imperial Laundry

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by. constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed- condition of the mucous lin
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed' you have a rum
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition,' hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
ci,ses out of ten are caused by Catarrh
which is nothing but an inflamed con
dition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.

For Best Laundry Work

Why Import Mineral Water ?
f

WHEN

:

YOU CAN GET

THE

u

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry..

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and RancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

CAD C

A

IC

rUli jAlX

Modern Residences for Rent.!

F. M. JONES.

oal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

103

Palace Ave.

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood ajad Kindling.
SEi7S?pUo?. i CAPITAL COAL YARD.
i

Telephone

85

Telephone 85

LIVERY, STABLE
V

Ftae Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS

THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY

Bon Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSSON

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
Phone Red

No. 23.

Phone, Red No. 23
KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

FOR

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

Phone us, we will be glad to call fer
TAOS
BARRANCA
your laundry on Mondays and TuesLa Salle
South
days and deliver on Thursdays and Meets Both North
Fridays.
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Trains.
Bounds
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
are mended and buttons sewed en
Telephoned.
the north bound train and arrives at
Two Doors Below p. Andrews Store. your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 Taos at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
way. Good covered; Hacks and good
Short Orders at All Hours.
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
furnished commerc'al men to take In
French Noodle Order 20c a dlsn,
Try a New Mexican want ad. K the surrounding toy ns. Wire Embudo
8tatlon.
New York Chop Suey 50c. brings results.

TO

Restaurant

-

MONDAY,

JANUARY 15, 1912.
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MILLS

spected and examined it I really had
no idea as to how great these resources were.
You, Governor McDonald, have a
great work before you, and you, perhaps, more than any other man in the
state can aid in upbuilding and improving both morally and materially
the condition of the state. You will
have to be wise and pursue a consistent and moderate course, and I
am sure you will do this and that
your only aim will be to do all that
lies in your power to uplift the State
of New Mexico.
We all know that
you are a man of high standing; that
you have successfully conducted large
business enterprises; that you are a
man of probity and sterling worth,
and I feel sure that you will leave
nothing undone to assist in advanc
ing the interests of the new state and
so long as you work and labor to that
end you will have the united support
of all good people irrespective of
You have my best wishes
party.
for a long and happy life and for
a most successful administration.

ACCOUNTS
STEWARDSHIP

FO

SASVA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

Public Schools, Good Highways,

Sufficient Revenue and Reduction in Taxation to Credit
of His Administration.

E
?.

a,

PACE THRB

.

COM ID
KEYNOTE OF

EFFICIENCY
NALi

MURAL

NEXT TO NEW FIRST NATIONAL BANK

:

Governor William McDonald Indulges
in No Rhetorical Flights, but Promises a Business Administration
toPeople of New Mexico.

iater, and upon investigation, prove
Fellow Citizens:
The farewell address of Governoi school districts, scattered1 through
error of hasty conclusion on your
the
You
are
not
here
inauto
the
several counties, and I am gratiMills, delivered this forenoon to the
simply
gurate a governor, but also to cele- l:rt, encouraged by a possibly weak
great audience that had gathered at fled to say that during the last year
brate the inauguration
of a state. or venal source of information and inthe Capitol was given rapt attention in all but 61 of these districts school
That is what makes this day one of struction. I s'hall ask your induland generous applause. The address has been held, and I am furthermore
of the greatest ever to be remembered gence only to the extent that you
the average
gave a succinct review of the success- - pleased to say that
dein the history of New Mexico.
It consider the whole situation and
of
in
terms
of all the schools
ful stewardship that Governor Mills length
cide
it
after
any
case,
given
an
marks
viewing
in
the affairs of our
epoch
Increased
assumed when he wan inaugurated. tne territory have been
in the light of all that is obtainable
people.
from four months, which was the
Mills said:
The custom of having an inaugural to reach a fair and just conclusion
average in 1908-9- , to six months.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
address
is grounded upon substantial Conditions tinder which we live are
1910-11- .
was
in
uhicn
the
On the first day of March, 1910,
average
in a new
reason
and
has been so thoroughly es- changing and reshaping
an
cent
increase of fifty per
less than two years ago, on the west Tnis ls
We are caltablished that it cannot well be set older of
steps of the Capitol buildine. I was."1 tne length ot terms of the schools RECEPTION IN HONOR
aside. The relation of the chief exe- led upon to meet these changas and
inaugurated as governor of what was The value of the school property in
OF SECRETARY LUCERO.
cutive of a state to its people is so prepare ourselves for the progress
of high
then the Territory of New Mexico. this territory, exclusive
that intelligent
that they desire at the out- and advancement
schools
important
and
our
institutions
higher
It was a gala day and I felt proud
Given at the New Mexico University
purpose will be
be
to
set,
informed
I
of the
of
and
views energy and honest
learning, is about $1,300,000,
of the honor which had been conand
Students
By Faculty
which are entertained by him con able to accomplish for the future.
ferred upon me in being made the am pleased to say that the compensaSaturday.
cerning their government, and thus! Partisanship Cannot Bring Success.
chief executive of the territory, and tion paid to our teachers has in the
An administration
be enabled to gauge and estimate the
for the unfair
I have no doubt that my friend Gov lust two years increased from an
On Saturday evening at Las Vegas,
of any party organization
man
of
sort
whom
advantage
of
This
to
have
chosen
$322.71
$355.88.
they
ernor McDonald feels doubly proud at average
faculty and students gave a farewell to
represent them in the highest of- v. ill not be the fullest success for ihe
having been chosen by the free votes deludes the compensation paid to reception to Secretary of State Anbenefit of all. Opinions change and
of the people as the first governor teachers in the schools in rurai com-o- f tonio Lucero, which proved to be a fice of the state.
men may honestly differ. Principles
It Depends Upon the People.
the new State of New Mexico munitieg as well as those in the
most notable and enjoyable nffair.
Patriotic enAn examination of the The
We have just passed from a terri- are fixed and abiding.
is renresented cn our flasr bvie" towns.
following is the program of the
of
shows
books
that
number
the
torial
condition to our full rights as deavor, born of a purpose to let no
star. It is a great
the
occasion:
citizens and become a distinct force trifles divide those who would strive
honor of which any man may right- teachers giving instruction in the
of who governs the Faithful':"
No- honestly for the common good, while
fully feel proud, but at the same time common schools of the territory in 'Thither my footsteps are bent; it in the councils of the Nation.
was 1330, which was an inour
the
twithstanding
to it may not make all men agree in all
there are great responsibilities which 1010-1latest
being
is where Saadi is
"Lowell.
crease of nearly 300 over the previous Let us live to eat lodged.
mu-- t be assumed with the honor.
enter
our
the
civilization
Union,
is things, ought safely to establish the
together in harAt the time of my appointment Iitwo years,
perhaps, the olden and our settlement foundation of our state government,
mony and good friendship."
felt morally certain that I was o be Our schools, not only in the larger Toastmaster Dr. Frank H. H. Rob the first, within the borders of our based on the great principles of
the ;ESt governor who was to guide tewns, are bound to increase ana im- erts.
country. A proper understanding of equal rights and privileges to all men
and
the destinies of the territory, and that prove rapidly, for a sentiment is "Pe brief in thy discourse, for what the relation of the state to the Union, under the law. The passions
in
contests to
of which we are now a part, is, I bitterness aroused
when I laid down the duties of my growing up throughout the entire
is prolix cannot be pleasing."
office that they were to be taken up territory which demands that these
think, of the greatest importance to determine methods, must nave no
Antonio Lucero.
the maintenance of the true dignity place in the minds of men whose honby the governor of the State of N?w institutions of learning should ranlv
The Teacher Jeanette Ward.
for
e with
'
Mexico. Nor was I wrong in my
the best of the country.
We est energy should be expended
of
toil
and
these
L'y
pain and full rights of our citizens.
rough paths
The amount of land which has been The immortal seats of bliss we gain, have become, instead of a people with the general advancement, of our great
that I was to be the last territorno rights not subject to the will and common wealth material, intellectual
ial governor, for shortly after my inau- granted to us by the general govern- Dfnied to those who heedless s'ray
and moral along all the lines of!
guration the fight for the admission ment under the act admitting us as In tempting pleasure's flowery way." caprice of an administration at Washprogressive ideas.
of New Mexico to the sisterhood of a state, is certain, if wisely adminisThe Friend Frank Carroon, Dean ington, a free people in the full sense, modern, honest,
states was resumed, and after a bit- tered, to be of great benefit, to the "In all misfortunes the great.es-- . con- and dignified with the power and in- The man who believes and feels thatfluence of a state, supreme in the con- he is right will often make eencester fight, which, undoubtedly, most state and to the schools. I have no solation is a sympathizing friend."
and management of its internal sions to his equally honest opponent.)
sigtrol
McDonald
President
Governor
the
doubt
but
that
of you remember,
The Regent The Hon. F. H. Pierce
privilege!
ned the enabling act and our consti- will see to it that the school lands President Board of Regents.
affairs, except so far and to the ex- Those who want special
tutional convention was duly chosen are wisely administered and that no "There is nothing so sweet as to com tent that such control has been gran-ta- and undue advantage will more often'
to the National Government un- contend to the last for what they
to frame the organic law for the new scandal results from their managemand and be obeyed."
siate. The approval of this constitu- ment. Just what shall be done with "It is a pleasant thing to govern, even der the Constitution of the United know to be wrong.
Corrupt Practices Act.
tion in Congress consumed consider-j'ol- this land is a matter which is bound
Upon the intelligence and
though it be but a flock of sheep." States.
was to provoke much discussion.
I trust
Personal power, based upon control)
The Democrat The Hon. W. G. integrity of the people of New Mextime, and much feeling
aroused, but I am glad to say that an(j believe that the state will be Hsydon, President Board of Educa- ico will primarily depend the posi- of money and upheld by government!
tion that we shall occupy in the Sis- for a long time, becomes difficult to
finally the constitution was approved benefitted by it and that the legisla- tion.
wrest from those who have it. Those
by both branches of Congress, with ture will pass laws for the adminis- "Then let us pray that come it may, terhood of States.
We have formulated and adopted who ask only for quality and a fair
a slight amendment, and approved tering of this sacred trust which will ts come it will for a' that;
o'er a' the a Constitution as our fundamental show, under just laws, honestly exeby the President. The proclamation be of inestimable value to generations That sense and worth,
law, defining and limiting the powers cuted, cannot afford to use question-calling for the election of the new to come.
earth,
of the different branches
desired re-- i
of our able methods to obtain
state officers was issued by me, and
Since I have been in office we have May bear the gree, and a' that.
suits. We should guard the voter in
Burns. State Government.
as a result we are now inaugurating done much work on our roads and
every possible way and provide severe:
Colonel M. M. Responsibilities of a State GovernThe Newspaperman
the first governor of the new state for the development of irrigation enment.
punishment for those who would tamof New Mexico.
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Padgett.
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terprises. During
Under this constitution you have per with the sacred right of a free
When I was inaugurated as gov- years that I have been in office the "Nobody knows the heart of his neigh
state and and uncontrolled ballot, so that the
bor; some go out for wool and come chosen your legislature,
ernor of the then territory, I made irrigation development has advanced
county officers, and today we are as- - lesult of an election shall represent.
a brief address outlining the policy more than twice what it has ruring home shorn"
will of the voters, expressed free
The Citizen The Hon. A. A. Jones. suming the responsibility and enter-jthwhich I proposed to follow during my ar.y similar period in the past. Since
into the full dignity of statehood.) from fear or other corrupt and
incumbency of the office. It, perhaps, March 10, 1910, 226 applications for 'Much time is necessary to know ing
criticism have we had for many rupting influences,
is now fitting that I should say a few the right to appropriate water have people thoroughly."
Economy Needful,
The Man of the Future The Hon. years while struggling and contend- words defining what those policies been filed, 181 of which are at the
The economical use of money taken
were and how they have been carried present time being developed for ir E. C. de Baca, Lieutenant Governor. ing for the boon to which we believed
Aside from tne matter oi siaie-lioo- rigation purposes and covering up- 'As sure as I live. Sancho,' answered that we were entitled long ago, and from the people is as essential in
out.
the bachelor, 'you are the second often have we been disappointed be-- government as in the ordinary affairs
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administration.
sides the active work which is being
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talk than the finest fellow of them capable of self government be safe commensurate with the efforts put
relation to revenue and taxation, the done on the projects to which I have
to
fiora ourselves as seen through the forth to maintain it.
Taxation,
all.'"
schools, the building of good roads above referred, active construction
enwillingly borne, must fall equally
Lu eyes of prejudice and
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ai d the promoting of irrigation
at Washington.
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features of my administration.
Other marked de- "The bread eaten, the company broke consider and realize the requirements tion lies at the very foundation
and responpibilities of a state govern successful popular government.
up."
When I assumed the office of gover- velopment in irrigation lines, shown
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treasurer projects outlined and
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amounted to $595,013.79; on January throughout the state. The possibility
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to the world, that fear "was women who will, in a short time, as
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This is the beginning of changed, ed to found.
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was $1,001,500 while on the 1st day of ment of our state.
latory Telegrams.
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January of the present year the able to state that in the artesian distOnly a small per
the general
That President William H. Taft is condition of citizens under the direct failure hereafter.
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to 10 mills on the dollar, a reduction regulating the use of water in the proclamation.
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One of the most interesting letters interference, except as the power for ing from the wise management
in the amount of artesian wells and preventing waste,
of almost
trust.
tax. It seems to me that it is a very and by the conservation which is al- received was that by His Grace, the such is granted in the Constitution those who hold them in
Labor Produces Capital.
creditable showing, to have reduced ready being secured by making a Most Rev. J. B. Pitayal. The letter which makes us one with our Sister
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States, has put us on a different footthe territorial tax almost
given amount of water cover a great-te- r was as follows:
ing with the world. New obligations so should the rights of those who
number of acres.
The White House, Washington,
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and greater responsibility are to be are engaged in that production be
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one,
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cation and have done everything that Paso will be a
administra
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from the battle, waged for full citi- tion from those in charge.
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zenship in a sovereign state, in that Laws Alone Cannot Bring Happiness.
particularly in, the rural districts, a great help to the counties in which
Union established by their wisdom.
better than they have been in the
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There are in thi.i what I have tried to do has met of KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE, present is the dawn of the future. It titled to be served y a mind untime heretofore.
fuone thousand the general approval of the people
biased by inordinate party zeal, which
state approximately
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the is to the. future we look and that
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will be what we make it.
ture
may be unjust to those who differ
Few people, even of us who have KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
but are equally sincere and honest;
lived in New Mexico for so many BLADDER and all
annoying URINARY
I may often be misled through er by a will unhampered by careless or
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS. years, are aware of the immense reYour druggist will refund money if sources and possibilities of the state. IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to rors of judgment, based upon mis- questionable promises that might
the best efforts for U
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any I had heard of these resources in a MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY taken or incomplete information, or, compromise
by the natural defects of a mind well free government of the 'expressed
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or general sort of way, but until I went
PEOPLE and for WOMEN,
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that
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things
'Protracting Piles In 6 to 14 days. 60a over the territory personally and infor Bale bi all drvgglsta.
may at first aripear mistakes, may
(Continue 0n Page Seven.)
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A PEERLESS CLIMATE.
i
It is hard for the Capital to part)
wimaucaiiy, tne year just past, from Governor Mills. It would have Baking Powder Biscuits
gave Santa Fe a black eye, and the been still harder had he completed
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inuer iamous climatic resorts, is still ment.
Perhaps a year longer cf his
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are so far ahead of ordinary baor
recipe
the
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Bureau
Weather
added this to the many other great
Eatered si Second Class Matt er at ti.a Santa Fe PostotficiT
king powder biscuits that, if once tried,
in mis city, nas Just completed the triumphs of his administration.
you will never use any other recipe.
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annual statistical summary which
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agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on conGovernor Mills gives a gooi acreacneu in December, yet. the nun- - rount nf his administration in his
to
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cup
imum was eight below zero which is farewell address and
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all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
"extraordinary" for there is many a WCrds of graciousness to his succes- Powder; about 1 cup milk or water; 1
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistMADE GOOD, j the angry political sea that had been jear in santa fe in which no zero Knr
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From 1897 to 1912, nearly fifteen lashed Into fury during the Hager-year- weather is recorded.
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f
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have been Republican.
Politically, ' administrations, was that of the last be considered quite dry elsewhere,
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the Republican party was responsible j territorial and the first state govern but Santa Fe's average the past forty
Continued from Page One.
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ment.
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perity and growth; it is now upon a not reach ten inches. However, the,
The historian and the unprejudiced substantial basis and later genera rain came in gentle showers for there
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The maximum veof K C Baking
packed in every
of tificate
on
recorded
another
page
speech
Powder.
maJaques Mkg. Co., Chicago. Small
and that was characteristic of the
locity recorded was 45 miles an hour
remarkably free from partisan
cans do not have Cook's Book certificates.
issue.
this
and strife; his administration but there were eight months in the
terial status of the territory when the
Invocation by Archbishop Pitaval. '
first Republican governor of the last has been an era of good feeling, of year in which the maximum never
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
Following the speech by the terri the Capitol, and at which people were
fifteen year period was inaugurated. efficient government, of law enforce- reached 40 miles and seven months in
as
and
seen
then
smiling
said
a
glancing
torial executive, Judge Roberts
Then New Mexico had 175,000 peo- ment, of growth in the things that w.iieh it did not exceed 35 miles.
their eyes caught sight of green head,-geaOnlv 4ft of the SKK 1vb were clas- - few words appropriate to the passing
ple, today it has 350,000. Then the are worth while even more than in
-the oId rder of thlnSs and intro;
original homestead entries numbered material Tiches. The courts began to sed as cloudy and even on most
Reverend
Most
daced
His
Grace
the
469 a year; last year they numbered catch up with
their accumulated those the sun shone for some hours.
Great interest, of course, was manithe public lands business; the Territory was rid of On the other hand, 170 days were Archibishop Pitaval, who asked the
0,276, although
MOULTON COMPANY
available were only one half of what lawless elements; there was a notable given the designation of clear. There blessing of Almighty God on the offi- - fested in the new governor, the first
McDonin
and
Miss
state
to
about
of
cers
undertake
the
the
responsi
laijy
so
max
in
civic spirit and pride,
were only 28 days on which the
they were fifteen years ago. Then, growth
ald, the first daughter of the state.
the assessed property valuation was that no wonder was aroused when imum temperature did not exceed 32 bility of the new administration:
GENERAL AGENTS.
SANTA FE, N. M.
less than $40,000,000 on a high rate counties like Chaves, Eddy and San degrees and even on those days, in "May Almighty God, the father, God Again and again the speechmaking
of assessment, while today it exceeds Juan swung
into the Prohibition the sun and in a protected place, one the Son and God che Holy Ghost be- was marred by people in the audience
without stow on us and on the governor of the asking where Miss McDonald sat, and
$60,000,000 on a low rate of assess- column; when the Constitutional Con- could sit in shirt sleeves
ment. Then the bonded and floating vention gave women the right to vote discomfort.
There was not a day on state of New Mexico his choicest insisting that she be pointed out to
indebtedness and unpaid bills amount- tt school elections; when even po- which the temperature reached 90 de- blessings. In the name of the Father, them.
ed to more than $2,000,000; today' with litical rivals gave each other the grees, or even 88 degrees.
The mean the Son and the Holy Ghost."
Oath Administered,
ten times the amount of state prop- square deal.
AND
The inauguration, as splendid and
relative humidity averaged only 50
The oath was then administered by solemn as it naturally was, did not
Of course, there were able Repub per cent at 8 p. m. of each day, and
erty the bonded indebtedness is less
than a million dollars; then, there lican executives before this fifteen there was not a month that had as Chief Justice Roberts and was repeat-- lack amusing features, however. One
was a deficit in the territorial year period, notable among them, much as two inches of rainfall, or
asjed by Governor McDonald in a louu, of the most amusing was the attempt
L. Brad- much as sometimes falls in half an clear and convincing voice. The oath of an ardent Democrat
to break
tieasury and New Mexico securities such, men as
Santa Fe, New Mexico. 1 Now Under the Same Management.
sold far below par, today there is a ford Prince; nor can the miserable hour in Kansas.
The total depth of finished, Judge Koberts turned tb the through the lines of Company F,
half
was'
inches
but'
38.5
in
the
snowfall
adihe
treasury exceeding
surplus
people gathered at the foot of the Cap which had been drawn up on the
,'aliluire of the few Democratic
a million dollars, and New Mexico ministrations of the past sixty years mere than thirty inches of that fell in jtol steps and introduced the Governor north side in front of the rostrum. The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico Room
insecurities at fifty per cent lower
be blamed upon the personality or in- Kebruary and November when it mel or the "State of New Mexico."
The This man insisted, with hand to his
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
terest rate command the highest pre- efficiency of Democratic executives, ted almost immediately.
vast crowd broke into loud and con ear, that he could not hear every word
mium in the money market
Then, but even in this day and time, and it
From that time on that was being utterea by Governor Large Sample Rooms.
The total number of hours of sun- tinued cheering.
THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
the counties, many of them, 'were will be always thus, the party in shine was 3010.2, a percentage of the cheering was repeated again and McDonald. This man met with a curt
and
beneath
bonded
crushed
heavy
power must bear the brunt cf the more than eight out of every ten again and enthusiastic.
but positive refusal on the part of the
floating indebtedness, today Santa Fe aauunsq ou 51
The Inaugural Address.
Xum pue 'atuuiq hours of daylight, a remarkably high
who put shoulder to
guardsmen,
pinous
county has its greatest burden lifted this by claiming the credit for those average when compared even with
The new Governor then delivered shoulder and made him understand
by an enabling act passed by a Re- things which deserve credit?
some of the other sunniest places in the inauguration address which took that he could read the speech afterpublican Congress and signed by a
Surely, every one wishes that the the world.
about thirty minutes to read.
The ward if he could not catch every word,
President.
Republican
McDonald administration will conTaken altogether, therefore, Santa speech is given elsewhere. He spoke owing to his deafness.
In 1895, Governor Thornton said initinue the peace, the prosperity, the
Short Orders run Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c.
"coiuci is bliii iuy uest ill lue in a loud, clear voice and was fre-bis report: "There has been no rail- - growth in civic spirit, that has world, even in an
quently interrupted by applause.
like 1911.
Of all days in the history of New
Mexico
in
fifteen
New
characterized
road building
during
the past
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
years,
The speech by Governor McDonald Mexico
1
photography, this is the day
the past year." Then there were 1,500 for after all, the people of New Mexwas followed by a hymn sung by a that
the
kodak
fiend
and
the
OF
WHAT
delighted
THE
NEW
ORDER?
to222 San Francisco Street
ico are not merely Republicans or
G. Ll'PE HERRERA, Prop
miles of railroad in New Mexico,
::
Some optimists are already disap- chorus of trained voices, the person camera artist. It was noticed, how- day there are 3,500 miles. Then there Democrats, or Socialists, but they are,
nel of which was arranged as a living
ever, that Santa Feans, accustomed to
pointed because statehood was not
were nine territorial institutions, to- first and above all, patriots.
followed by an immediate wave of American flag.
of governors, were less '
Then there
day there are twenty-one- .
Ovation
McDonald.
for
to
the
with
an
front
of
inrush
their clicking ma-by
toptosperity,
school
people
were 250 public
teachers;
Mcdonald.
The military escort, composed of chines
with bass full nf mnnev anrl hn xrith
than the people from out of
HACK SERVICE
day there are 1,530; then there was
Though William C. McDonald, the careless eauerositv thrpw
t th.the Iocal militia companies, formed town. But the soldier boys who
no real public school system, at pres new
in front of the Capitol and after the marched in the
of New Mexico, has coin in handfuls for mineral
governor
For
hlr
at
popular prtoe
Buggies and Mddl
pros
parade again and
ent New Mexico's public schools com been in public life for a
quarter of a pects. irrisration nroiects. real estate e,e,"ou,e! lue "anusuaKes ami Con again had difficulty to keep
CWUCITS MACI UNE
THEODORE CORXiCI. frm.
straight
pare favorably with those of other century, he is a comparatively
unon
showered
new
emulations
the
faces as girl friends threw a battery
states. Then there were, under in known man, when it comes to the or land grants. Quite a number of state
1M.
to
Hack
Palreturn
Phn
the
the
executive,
have
topec
Test
of
the
the
pie
pictured
ot kodak lenses in their faces or as
different irrigation, 200,000 acres,
ace notel was
All the way near their
great majority of the people knowing
faces as the line of march
diy, irrigation systems supply half him intimately. The impression the United States awaiting at the borders to th plaza- - thebegun.
e
streets
were
throng-thof New Mexico for the word: "Go!"
a million acres; then there were tem
permitted.
mass of people have of him is
d
witn
who
new
cheered
great
the
PeP'e
moment the President signed the
poial farms covering less than 10,000 superficial and general and it would
us reBpuiiums 10 uie ovaguiuur,
acres, today dry farms cover two mil be presumption to pass on his qualif- Statehood proclamation.
During the speech of Governor Mills
People nowadavs esnecinllv thnselt!on accorded him by rising and lift- some one to the governor's right, out
lion acres. Then, there were only six
ications for the executive office. On with money, are a
hafc In. the carriage with him
his
more'il,g
deal
in the crowd, interrupted with a burst!
great
postoffices south of the Canadian and another
a
Mills and General of
biographical out- wary than they were in the days of rode
east of the Pecos; today there are line is page ofbrief
enthusiasm exclaiming: "Three
has been the rush to
he
what
&- given
iro0Kes. adjutant general.
California, or even as,Aever a hundred; then there were only and what he has
cheers for the stars and- - stripes.";
whom
accomplished;
Grand March Tonight.
recently as the mining boom in Ne- five incorporated towns, today there hn
Then there was cheering and laugh- has served and what honors have vada
Governor and Mrs. McDonald will
or the land stampede in Okla-- '
are thirty-twter.
The
of both Mr. Mills:
Makes Men's Fine
incorporated mimici come to him.
That will, in part,
lead tne
march. Second will be and Mr. speeches
palities; then there were only a few- form a basis for present judgment. homa. After all, capital cares very- Governor grand
McDonald, however, were
Lieut-erneDress Shoes
ana
Mrs.
then
Mills,
banks, today there are ninety, and in His inaugural address today gives little whether a certain region is govccmparatively free from interruptions
by a Czar or a Shah, or a Kai enant Governor and Mrs. E. C. de although there were cheers at the
all these fifteen years there has been additional
iOas JXGriffU'it Shoe
ground for gauging what
and Miss McDonald, and Secre-rhor- mention of the name
a
only one failure of a bank under ter manner of man this new executive ser; whether it is a monarchy, a
of McDonald J
of
Mrs.
a
State
and
Antonio
or
as
tary
as
the
and
or
state,
national
long
just
ritorial
supervision
towards the close of the
J SHOE MANUFACTURERS
ofi
is and what sort of an official he will
Herbert J. Hager-- the retirine trovernor. And speech
upon the investments are cero,
that a very small one. Then flourishfinvirnvr
Then there are
likely prove to be.
man, and Miss Lucero.
Mills was Quick to see the point and
ing towns like - Clovis, Tucumearl his campaign utterances and the reasonably large and certain.
If anything, statehood means that
Governor and Mrs. McDonald and made the audience understand
Aiamogordo, Artesia. Portales, Dex opinion that his friends and associathat
ter, Dayton, Elida, Lake Arthur, Tex tes have of him, and from these pre- the people of New Mexico must work Miss McDonald, were guests for din- they were welcome to cheer again
out
own
ned
own
their
Wilof
their
and
Mrs.
Arthur and again at the name of their new
today
prosperity,
Mayor
ico, Hope, Hagerman, Estancia,
mises the judgment is a favorable sulvation.
To those of slothful dis Seligman.
li: rd, Vaughn and a host of others
state official.
one.
it
seemed much easier to
position,
bad no place on the map, were not
4
Sidelights.
McDonald
It
Governor
is
that
likely
let Uncle Sam worry about New
One of the pleasing features of the
even dreamed of; today populous com will
Tha speech of Governor McDonald
be safe and sane; that he will not Mexico affairs
than to entrust them parade was the large turnout of the was listened to with
munities, churches, schools, dot what engage in any wild political or ecopleasure by perto the people themselves.
The in- - National Guard, and both comDanies sons of all political faiths and as it
i.i those days was merely cattle and
nomical experiments; that he .has the r.ux
ana
come
ot
that.
E and F with their officers presented did not last more than
capital will
sheep range, and poor range at
twenty or
welfare of New Mexico at heart. if New people
Mexico really has the latent a fine appearance and
But why carry the comparison fur Much will
excellent twenty-tw- o
minutes, it received close
Evnr PAIR HA THU
kept
on the men who
3ur$4 Shoe Equals
depend
resources, and if it Is wise in assur- line. Men were on duty from 10 a. m. attention. "That man has the greatther? Perhaps, growth was natural will surround him as
Jther $5 Shoe Made Any
his
advisers,
and the newcomer stabi- fo 1:45 p. m. and the instant
but if the Republican party must bear official
they est requisite of an orator," said one
for therein lies the ing capital
u1s8ure Griffith's
the blame for every mistake, for every first testfamily,
equal rights. were dismissed they heaved a sigh of old politician, "for he has the air of
of executive ability to select lity, equal protection,
WE WARRANT THEM
to
That
which
the
task
of
is
the
for
the people relief beca-jsevery failure
shortcoming,
all felt very hun- sincerity."
men who can be trusted without being
they
must set themselves,
the problem gry.
pat fifteen years, why is it not just
men who have initiative and
must work out. They must reas logical to point out to these other watched,
they
It was exactly 12:29 by the railroad
will not go off on a tangent, or
yet
member they cannot expect to reap
"What great are too servile and mere
things and exclaim:
lhe staff officers on their fine watches in the audience when Gov
flatterers,
riches from
or prosperity chargers were the cynosure of all
party has
things the Republican
Governor McDonald may make him from mere instability
eyes ernor William C. McDonald took the!
Nor will re- - especially as
agitation.
wrought!"
i
not
they doffed their caps osth of office, repeating the words
self
a
and yet
be
very
popular
In these fifteen years, there have
Chief Justice Roberts. And durPIaLS! as
"assed the flag and colors of
in the real sense
successful
Jlf,
governor
in the executive chair, type3 of
go on the regiment
Things
ing this most solemn part of the cereof the, word success; he may strengthmuch as they have in the past;
men widely variant in character, al
mony, one could have heard a pin
en and build up his party and yet pretty
though all of them men of ability and make a miserable failure of his ad- of the 3D0.000 people now here, a few
Horses frightened at automobiles drop on the pavement leading to the
will
acriches
sudden
first
The
nine
years,
gather
through
integrity.
and at the First
Band add- Capitol steps.
ministration; but if he rejects and quisitions; some will
Miguel Otero was governor, and even discards
gather a com- ed interest to theRegimentand
because
are
policies
they
parade
kept a
hard work and economy. score
his enemies do not deny his ability
Biggest slaughter sale ever pulled off in this city
The stand in which the inauguraor more of small boys who in
and does things because they petency by
but the greater majority will continue
and reluctantly admit his great suc- wrong
tion ceremonies were held was' hastily
he is bound to give his in livo frnm tianH i r wir.i,,V nA.tm. sisted on walking "with the soldiers
are
right,
cess as an executive. In those years,
on the Capitol steps. Its caBOYS' AND MEN'S SHOES
administration a name and fame that auite certain of the future.
B'.n the alert to keeD out ot ranSe ot erected was
New Mexico laid the foundation for will
pacity
very limited consequently
iieir hoofs.
outlive any mere evanescent thPV hnr MvoA in thA roe ,
tf
of
the inrush
immigration that began popularity.
of the officials were compelled
And the New Mexican
these imagine that statehood Will
Ve, idealofweather.was11 the surprise many
towards the end of his term. He was believes
For .tw o weeks only to make room
to find standing room among the peo
will do it.
he
and
glory
the
was
dayalalost
succeeded by Herbert J. Hagerman, a
change this order of things, they as warm in
about the stand on the
ple
gathered
for Spring Stock
as
the
one
stood on
sun,
zealous
but
simply deceive themselves.
the Capital steps during the inaugura steps. In the stand were: Governor
The newspapers the past week
and capable executive, who set out
McDonald,
Mills, Chief
to destroy the very organization with bi ought the news'' ot three' murders The New Mexican regrets that tion, as on March 1, 1910, when Gover- - Justice Roberts Archbishop Pitaval,
M111
nor
in
Xew
was
caused
three
all
To
Mexico,
by
those
of
so
the
cuts
of
sveral
nffi.
inaugurated.
whose aid Otero had
tipw state
governed
Attorney General Clancy,
well. He failed in this, and yet, it strong drink, and two of them com- cials arrived too late to be printed in vho knew ,ne power of the New Mex
Prince, Mrs. McDonald, Mrs. Mills,
ico
news
in
mitted
The
sunshine
and clad themselves
Albuquerque.
must be admitted at this day, that
today's supplement, and two or three
Miss McDonald, Monslgnor Antonio
of
not in time even to be included cordi"gly, the weather was a joy, but
BELOW COST ALL ODD SIZES AND STYLES
Governor Hagerman was an able and also told of the usual number
Fourchegu and Judge N. B. Laughlin.
i to thse unfortunates who had
au honest executive who assayed an diunken and bloody brawls, one sui- in the other pages of this issue.
heavy
furs and fur coats which they could
unjust and impossible task under or cide in Guadalupe county, the burnof
Immediately after the speech
If you do not need them now it will pay you to
In school days, the writer alwavs not w,e11 remove, it was a test of en- - Governor
buy and hold
ders from higher up. Then followed ing to death of a child in Grant
McDonald,
on these SPECIAL PRICES are lor
items
which
and
other
sordid
tnem.
sales
ah
felt a peculiar pleasure in opening durance and patience.
a
James Wallace county
Mills rose and heartily congratulated
j
dif- a new
Tn large audience on the Capital
volume,' in beginning to write
Raynolds, whose death recently rob- show that the new year will not
the new chief executive.
g
bed New Mexico and the Republican fer much from the old in New Mex in a new book.
There are poten- - steps during the inauguration pre- as to the quantity and quality of tialities in the clean pages that the sented a gay appearance, owing to tne
party of one of its ablest leaders, ico
CRUDE OIL - ADVANCED
a man whose business qualifications sensational news that will have to printed or written page no longer variety of the colors of costumes and
ANOTHER TWO CENTS.
of
newsout
he
dished
readers
the
to
New Mexico opens a new the gorgeous headgear, the feathers
and executive ability were bound to
book toaay, great deeds are to beoi wnich rustled in the breves. It (By Special Lrasod Win' to New Mexican)
make him a success in any task that papers.
written upon it and here is hoping! was noticed that here was a sprink-hf undertook.
Then came the vola
Independence, Kans., Jan. 15 The
The ancient city did itself proud thr.tj the blots will be few.
tile George Curry, now Congressman,
ling of green which well suited the Prairie Oil & Gas Company today anare
Its people
filled with enthusiasm and energy, today.
comparatively
spring weather. Iljl.was also noticed nounced an advance of two cents in
with large plans for New Mexico's fu-- ! few, but they worked together, and ' Now for a period of solid growth that a large sign "Keep off the Grass" the price of
crude oil to
and quiet prosperity.
.
ture and whose administration calmed team work is what counts.
j
Jwas tacked on a tree which stood near 55 cents barrel.
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NEW MEXICO.
(Ey Professor W. T. Cojway, composed on Agricultural Demonstration Train).
"New Mexico! New Mexico!
I love thy highlands
capped with
snow ;
I love thy valleys far below,
Filled full with forest, fruit and
flower,
Oi"
tangled vine and leafy bower.
I love thy deserts once repose
That blossom now like
rose.
'
I love thy healthful, balmy air,
Thy sunlit skks, thy nights so fair.
Sing out ye hillf; ye breezes blow
Till all the world shall come and know
Thy health, thy wealth, NEW
new-blow-

1903..

H. G. Coors, the well known lumberman of Las Vegas, with his daughter
Mary, is a gut'st at the Palace.
W. H. Merchant and J. M. Arm- strong of Carlsbad, are Santa Fe visi- tors for the inaugural exercises.
Colonel J. W. Willson, commander
of the New Mexico Military Institute,
is among the inaugural guests.
Mrs. 13. Chavez, of Lincoln, is a
guest at the Palace. Her daughter is
a student in the Loretto Academy.
J. S. Black, editor of the Albuquerque Journal, is among those writing
up the inauguration for the press.
Joseph Holzman, the merchant of
Corona, Lincoln count-- , arrived last
night and registered at the Palace.
William F. Brogan, editor of the
Albuquerque Herald, is in the Capital
to do the inauguration for the Herald.!
'
Forest
M.
Supervisor
Bradley
Thomas has returned from Albuquer- que in order to attend the inajgura- -

11.
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party of Governor McDonald last evening and are Flopping at the Palace.
C'harlis A. Spk-ss- ,
the prominent
Republican leader of Las Vena's. Mrs.
Spies and their daughu
List night and are guests at the Palace.
V. H. Miiburn and E. C. Farrell,
proniimm insurance men of Denver
and the former for many years a
newspaperman, are visitors in the
capital.
J. W. Stockard of
who conducts the stage line between Roswell aud Vaughn, is in the
city, lie is a guest at the Montezuai'-ive-

Ros-wel- l,

ma.
Mrs.

MOTH
Just to "drive dull days away," beginning
we are placing our
to-da-

Annual Sale of Laces on the Counter.

M. Nordhaus,
Judge .'ulius
Staab and Charles Ilfeld arrived last
become houseright from Las Vegas and are guests
hold word
comof
at the home of A. Staab ou Palace
avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Van Houten
of
3
5
Raton, are at the Palace. Mr. Van
'Houten is the president of th
St.
A. T. Rodgers, the attorney of Las
F. L. Cox, of Silver City, is a guest
Rocky Mountain and Pacific
PIECES OF NIGH CLASS LACES
at the Palace.
Vegas, arrived in Santa Fe last even- railroad.
State Senator-elec- t
William B. Walsell
now
R. L. Baca has returned from
a ing and is stopping at the Montezuma.
ton, statesman and journalist as well
visit to Socorro.
Attorney W. G. Hayden arrived in as lawyer, is looking on the festiviWilliam Springer of Las Vegas, is a
THAT
UP TO
Santa Fe yesterday from his home in ties with critical eye and also with
visitor in the Capital.
Las Vegas. He is a guest at the Pal- enthusiasm.
no
now
J. H. Hix, the cattleman of Las' Ve- ace.
or less .
O. A.
and his son John
gas, is a guest at the Palace.
National Committeeman
and Lnrrazolo, both well known attorneys
Cosme Herrera, the ranchman
of Mrs. A. A. Jones of Las Vegas are vis- of Las Vegas, arrived in the city yes
Pojoaque, is a guest at the Coronado. itors in the Capital for the inaugura- terday. They will remain until after
in
very
the inauguration.
Assessor and Mrs. George W. Gilles- tion.
You
of
A. J. Roll; nd, who conducts a jew
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, president of
pie of Raton are Inauguration visitors.
need lace soon for
sewing.
A. Ziegler, the merchant of Carrizo-z- the University of New Mexico, came elry store in Carrizozo, and Mrs. Relarrived
in
last
iant,
the
from
for
and his family, are guests at the up
the inaugurnight
party
Albuquerque
of Governor McDonald and are stopation.
Palace.
W. J. Lucas of Las Vegas, member ping at the Palace.
E. C. de Baca. Lieutenant-Governo- r
Isaac Barth, newly elected to the
of New Mexico, is a guest at the Mou-- I of the board of bar examiners arrived
We will
do
you if you
last evening and registered at the state senate from Bernalillo county,
tezuma.
if
do
Mrs.
arrived in
accompanied by
Palace.
is,
Barth,
only
you
you
Dr. W. R. Lovelace of Fort Sumner,
Miss Regina Rosenwald
of Albu- the city last evening.
They are
is in the city to attend the Inaugai-a- l
is the guest of Mrs. Jaffa, guests at the Palace,
querque,
exercises.
east Palace avenue, over the inauguCorporation Commissioners Hugh H.
V Hliams, M. S. Groves and
Mrs. and Mrs. J. D. Hand of Los Al- ration.
George H.
amos, San Miguel county, are inaugurBenjamin Armijo, of Las Vegas, is Van Stone, the latter with his family,
are
al visitors.
here for the inauguration and to
stopping over in the eity lor the inauT. M. DuBois, the mining man and guration. He is on his way to Colo- take the oath of office.
Governor W. c. McDonald, the censleep man of Corona, is a guest at rado.
the Palace.
Former Delegate to Congress Wil- tral figure in today's inauguration,
The PRICE MAKER of the City.
Exclusive ROYAL TAILOR Dealers.
William E. Turner, a traveling man liam H. Andrews is on his way to San- Mrs. McDonald and their charming
Exclusive VICTOR PHONOGRAPH Dealer.
from Denver, is spending several days ta Fe from Washington, D. C, and daughter Francis, arrived last evening
and are guests at the Palace.
in the city.
New YorK.
National Committeeman and Mrs. ' Judge and Mrs. A. B. Fall and three
C. C. Tannehill,
president of the
Solomon Luna are here for the inaug- daughters, are here from Three Riv Commercial Club at Roswell, is at the
ural exercises.
ers, Otero county, to attend the inau- Palace, to attend the inauguration.
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every
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W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

FOR RENT

i

Phone 36

30c,
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o
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rare
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large department

j
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JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

:

Maniucring,

FURNISHED HOUSES

Massaging,

j

FOR RENT

AT COST

O.C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

SURETY

Phone, Red 189.

BONDS,

REAL

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St

S.

COATS AND CAPES!

8

te.

ALSO LADIES' SUITS.

January Clearing Sale
BEGINNING TUESDAY,

Ladies' Suits, Ladies', Misses' and Children's Coats
will be on sale at the GREATEST REDUCTIONS ever offered

in Santa Fe. This sale will continue one week only. We expect to close out this entire stock, making room for NEW
SPRING GOODS, and ask those who want anything in this
line to come early and make first selections.
Francisco St-JULIUS H. GERDES, San Santa
Fe, New Mex.
,

SELIGMAN

Special
Prices
On Apples

White Enamel

Bed

CO.

Room

Furniture

one in the window and
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Take a
will have
three days.
"
"
Idea
Furniture.
at this
like it.

While They Last

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT

THE GIFT STORE
fcVfcKY ARTICLE OF OUR LARGE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
-

I

J

f
!

AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND

-

Pay us a visit ere making your selection. Our prices are
always as low as the lowest.

I m

.

H. C. YONTZ, "SSf

UNDERTAKING

to

-

i

J.P. Steed & Son

Ser-vic- e.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

cS NO PROFIT
E

O

LL

O

You

S.

ON THE LAMP-I- TS

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
are using it. It saves on your light
pay for, by having it right where
and
THE
Our display rooms are
you

bill

SAVES

EYES.

open for your

inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that these lamns are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anvthino- von can ret.
-

r

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON ST&EET.

o
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THE ENTIRE STOCK OF

:

:

SANTA FE TRAIL CURSO C OMPANY
Is being offered at COST in Rooms Nos. 10 and 1 1 of second floor of Capital City Bank Building.
:
:
BLANKETS, POTTERY, BASKETS, etc., at LE5S THAN WHOLESALE COST.

Anlexceptional opportunity to "secure INDIAN
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Receiver, 5anta Fe Trail Curio Co.
WILLIAM C.

GOVERNOR

'

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Age 53 years.
Born in New York.
Worked on farm as boy.
Mother died when he was
four.
Attended public schools.
Taught school when 17 to
earn his way through Cazeno.
via Seminary.
Went to Fort Scott, Kansas,
in 1SS0.
Was admitted to the bar.
Came to Las Vegas in 18S0,
and same year went to White
Oaks.
Worked in store.
Took up surveying and min- ing engineering.
Became manager of Carrizo- zo Ranch Company in 1890.
Lincoln
county
Assessor,
18S5 and 1SS6.
Member of legislature 1890.
1904- County commissioner,
190C.

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
?

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Chairman Board of County
X missioners 1905 nd 1900.
X
Chairman Democratic Cen- X tral Committee of Territory
X 1910 and 1911 until nominated X
X for governor.
X
X
Has wife and daughter, 20 X
X years old.

XXXXXXXXXXXXSSX
William

C. McDonald, today inaug-

urated governor of New Mexico, was
born on a farm near the little town of
Jordanville, in the southern part of
Herkimer county, N. Y., not far from
the shores of Otwego lake in 1858. His
mother died when he was 4 years old,
and his younger years were spent on
the farm and in attendance at the pub-li- e
school wb;rh was located about a
mile from his home. Ho began teaching at the age of 17, after having attended a neighboring academy to complete his education at Cazsnovia Sem
APPRECIATIVE

LETTER
HON. M.

FROM
R.

OTERO.

He Lauds the Historical Research and
Work of Attorney Benjamin
M. Read.

Historian B. M. Read is very proud
of the following testimonial of Register of the Land Office M. R. Otero
who is just recovering from at very
serious attack of illness:
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 11, 1912.
Hen. Benj. M. Read, Santa Fe, N. H.
My Dearest of Friends With the
greatest pleasure I enclose herewith
my agreement to pay for your "Illustrated History of New Mexico." Permit me to add that I have no adequate
words with which to express my appreciation of the praise you so fittingly deserve, for the undaunted pains
you have taken, and for the labor and
expenses you must have undergone
to, at last, set aright the "History" of
our true and beloved New Mexico, and
to give our ancestors the place they
most undoubtedly and really deserve
in the annals of history. May your
name be in the hearts and memory of
every true and loyal descendant of
the Castillian race, because you are
the first man who has succeeded in
accomplishing what other historians
have only attempted. May the Lord
preserve your useful life for the bene-l-t
of our race for many years
to
come is the wish of your
True and faithful friend,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
ECONOMY AND EFFICIENCY
KEYNOTE OF INAUGURAL.
(Continued

from Page Three)

will of the people; and by a heart
free from malice or hatred toward
any, and which beats in sympathy

Ml

SEVERAL OF THE NEW STATE OFFICERS.

and
inary. He resumed teaching,
while engaged in teaching school he
s. udied law, though he never engaged
ir- its practice.
Admitted to Bar in Kansas.
Mr. McDonald came west to Fort
Scott, Kansas in the spring of 1880,
and while there he was admitted to
the bar. In the same year he came to
Las Vegas from that place, he went
overland to White Oaks whore there
was considerable
excitement over
gold discoverie which had been made
there. He secured employment in a
store owned by. A. H. Jones, and the
next year, 1881 he took up surveying
and mining engineering work which
he followed successfully
until the
summer of 1S90 when he took charge
of the Carrizozo ranch temporarily.
In the fall of 1890, after he had been
there a few months, he took charge of
the ranch and ne has been practically in the absolute control of the management of its affairs ever since.
"During this whole time," said Mr.
never used a dolMcDonald, "I
lar for politics of any one's money except my own."
Held County Office.
He has been honored by the people
of his county at different times by
being elected to official positons. He
was assessor of Lincoln county in
1S85 and 1886; was elected as a member of the House of Representatives
o" the twentv-nintlegislative assembly for the counties of Lincoln, Chaves and Eddy in the fall of 1890, and
was elected as a member of the board
of county commissioners of his county in 1904, serving as chairman of the
board in 1905 and 1906. Last December he was elected in his absence, and
without his knowledge as chairman
of the Democratic Central Commit
tee. He was elected first state gov
ernor of New Mexico by a vote of
a pluariity of 3,017, and a clear
majority of 1,230 votes.

A

MASONIC.

Wanted A girl for general housework. Address X, New Mexican.

-

WANTED A waitress at New Stat?
Cafe, day work. American preferred.

"FOR SALE One good upright
a
condition;
piano in excellent
big bargain. Call up black i2, or address box 375 S nta Fe.

ktF -

'

SrfV? as.
...

x

Breaking It Gently.
Jim Rice, the coach of the Columbia crew, was praising
a stalwart
freshman.
"He's so young and tender," said
the coach, "you'd never think he
could row. Why, they laugh at him at

,M

the barber's.

'

'

"As he was getting his hair cut the
other day he said to the barber wistfully:
" 'Do you think I'll have a strong
beard? My father has c. very strong
one.'
" 'It looks to
me,' said the barber,
'as though you took after your
"
mother.'

h

--

...
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Careful Child.
"Is your little boy sick with anything?" asks the lad of the lady who
had just moved in next door and who
had asked him to come over and play
with her little boy.
"No, indeed." she smiles. "Why?"
" 'Cause I've had my tonsils taken
out an' my adenoids removed an' my
appendix cut out an' I been vaccinated
an' serumized for typhoid an' spinal
meningitis, an' I do hope I won't have
to have anything done to me this year,
so I can have a little bit o' fun for a
while." Woman's World.

-

OF PUBLIC LANDS R. P. ERVIEN.

31,-03-

with the great cause of humanity.
Servants of the People.
Awed by the solemnity, and yet sustained by the enthusiasm of the occasion, fully impressed with the im
portance of the responsibilities that
are placed upon me, I 'have taken
the oath that binds me to your service. And now, trusting in the Power
that controls the destinies of men
and nations, and the encouragement
and inspiration thai come through the
confidence of a generous
people, I
shall take up the work, that with the
blessing of the Almighty, I trust may
redound to the benefit of our New
State and the good of the whole people.

Still Young at Fifty.
"Where, oh, where is little Elfle,
the
wonder of the world?"
cried the stage manager frantically.
And the other Marvels of the Universe echoed: "Where?"
But at last a call boy was found
who had news of the
wonder.
"Where is she?" they cried.
"She she's gone down to the station," explained the boy. "Her second daughter's bein' married
today
and she wants to see her off on her
honeymoon." Answers.

THE

HESITATION AND UNDERLYING
HEAVYNESS ON MARKET.
Wall Streets Seems Uncertain
ture and Therefore Many
curities Suffer.

of

J

By Special 1a.ftv& Wire to New Mexican j
New York, N. Y., Jan. 15. The hes-

cW.V fish il ,sW

Until he swore, "By heaven!

itation and underlying heaviness of
the stock market during most of the
last week, were its dominant features
again today. The bidding of special
CORPORATION COMMISSIONER GEORGE H. VAN STONE.
stocks at times relieved the heaviness
but the tendency during the morning
was downward.
important speculative interests were credited with sell- heaviness and moderate recoveries en- said the cost of labor and every other!
elsewhere.
commodity which the farmer buys'
ing the market. The coppers, Harri-ma- sued,
were irregular.
Bonds
has gone up wherefore the farmers!
shares, St. Paul and United
Stocks were purchased liberally for urged an increase in beet prices. He
States Steel were the weaknest of the
an interval after mia-daUnion- Pa- said the Sugar Beet Company had
prominent issues.
and
cific,
Steel,
Amalgamated
Copper given the farmers an advance of 75c
surrendered
its
when
Reading
gam
a ton on all beets.
were
in
the
conspicuous
recovery.
another selling movement started after 11 o'clock. The persistence with
MIDVALE COMPANY NOT
which certain railroad issues were OIL STEAMER BATTERED BY
SEAS OFF CAPE LOOKOUT. INFRINGERS OF KRUPP PATENT.
sold on all Tallies stimulated aggressive selling by the professionals.
Coal stocks fluctuated in mystify- Revenue Cutter
Itasca Sailed This Supreme Court of United States ReAfternoon
to Its
fuses to Review Decision "of
ing fashion.
Absorbing of Reading
Rescue.
was resumed after an interval of
Circuit Court.

habit-formi-

--

is sold by medicine dealers everywhere, and any dealer who hasn't it can

get it. Don't take a substitute of unknown composition for this medicine of
known composition. No counterfeit is as good as the genuine and the druggist
who says something else is "just as good as Dr. Pierce's" is either mistaken
or is trying to deceive you for his own selfish benefit. Such a man is not to be
trusted. He is trifling with your most priceless possession your health
may be your life itself. See that you get what you ask for.

n

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Jan. 15. The
steamer Northwestern, oil laden, from
Port Arthur, Texas, with twenty-thre- e
men aboard, is helplessly battered at
sea off Cape Lookout, X. C. Her propellers are gone. The revenue cutter Itasca sailed this afternoon from
Beaufort, N. C, to the steamer's assistance.
SUGAR

BEET COMPANIES
GOOD TO HUSBANDMEN,

Trust Not as Heartless as Painted
Enemies But Advanced Prices

By

Paid Farmers.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Jan. 15. The
supreme court today declined to review the decision of the third circuit
court of appeals which held that the
aimor plate processes of the Midvale
Steel Company of Pennsylvania, did
not infringe the German patents of
the Krupps.
PRESIDENT

I'll slip away again

And st-ethe land of promise, through
The sunshine and the rain."
He Journeyed

on. still hoping
For fame and wealth's increase.
And after weary, weary years,
He found the realm of Peace.

Where fame Is just a bubble
And wealth a sign of thrall;
And sweet content rules every heart
And love is all in all.

Memories of Other Days.
"Dis," said Dismal Dawson, after
long drink at the farmer's well, "reminds me of when I was a little feller."
"Oh, you was raised on a farm eh?"
said the good woman.
"Naw, I wasn't raised on a farm;
but what I mean is dat it wos de
water I wos t'inkin' of. I used ter
dring da stuff reg'lar when I wos a
kid."

I

President Liberato Tonjas and forced,
mm to resign, according to telegrams
the Paraguayan capital. The garrison in the city remained neutral.

Santa Fe Chapter Ne.
A. M. Regular

L. R.

convocation second
Monday of each month,
MAN AND WIFE, middle age, capaat Masonic Hall al
ble, experienced, sober,
industrious,
7:30 p. m.
clean, white, help recommendations
JOHN H. WALKER,
from people of standing. Wish to
H. P.
engage west, may be the couple you ARTHUR SELtGMAN. Secretary.
wt,nt. Address, Asa King, Olathe,
Kansas.
Santa Fe Commander
,(f.im.,
ROOMS FOK KENT One, three,
No. 1, K. T. Regular
or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
conclave fourth Monfor rent at 237 Washington avenue.
day in each month at
Large, handsome dining room, excepMasonic Hall at 7:50
for
tionally riice and well suited
p. m.
boarders.
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
WANTED Capable man to sell
"Winona Mills" hosiery and underSanta Fe lodge ot
wear direct to consumer, in Santa Fe,
Perfection No. 1, 14th
Las Vegas, Rato nand other territory.
degree. Ancient and AcPermanent business and good income
cepted Scottish Rite ot
to right party. Dave V. Fine, Mgr.,
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
Roswell, New Mex.
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening la
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
TYPEWRfTERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are corplatens furnished. Ribbons and sup dially invited to attend.
S. G. CART WRIGHT, 32.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
Venerable Master.
BJ"f rented. Standard makes handleii
All repair work and typewrites guar HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter E
acretary.
change Phone 231.

0m

B. P. O. E.

x

Eanta Fe Lodga

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

No.

holdt
Its regular session oa
the second and fourth
of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brottr
era are invited aad
469, B. P. O. E.

The following are the time tables
local railroad! :
"A, T. 4 6. F. Ry."
welcome.
Leave
CARL A. BISHOP.
8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3 J. D.
SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Secretary.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10

if the

p. m.

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

Leave Santa Fe at 8:30 p. m. to
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2

2879.

eastbound.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thura

Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
eastbound.

days, Flreman'g
Returning arrive at Santa Fe at
Hall. H. Pon-mai8:35 p. m.
A. E. P. Robinson,
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con
Cor. Sec. Fred F.
nect with No. 8 tastbound and No. 9
Alarid.
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
Santa Fe C a ra
P. m.
13514, M. W. A.
Passengers for the Belen cut-of- f
ineets second Tuesand Pecos Valley points should now
day each month, a
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7:20
cial meeting tLlrd
as beretoiore. Connection leaves Alat Elks
Tuesday
t 7:55 p. m. instead of
buquerque
Hall. Vistlng neigh.
2:20 a. m.
borg welcome.
D. & Ft. Q. Ry.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk- Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nortii.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
comNew
Mexican
Printing
New exco central Ry.
pany has prepared civil and criminal
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No. dockets especially for the use of Jus2 east and 1 south and west.
tices of the peace. They are especialArrive 4:15 p. m. with connections ly ruled, with printed
headings, in
from No. 3 east
either Spanish or English, made ot
good record paper, strongly and durHerewith are some bargains offered, ably bound, wJlh leather
back and
by the New Mexican PrintingCom-pany- ; covers and canvas sides, hall toll
Code of Civil Procedure of the Index in front and the fees of Justice
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep of the peace and constables printed
bound, $1; paper bound. 76c. Missouri in full on the first page. The pages
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code Combined Civil and CrimlnrJ . . 4.0C
inches. These books ar
6; the two for $10. are 10
Pleadings,
Adapted ta New Mexico Code, Laws made up In clvtf and criminal dockets,
of New Mexico, 1889, 19 1 and 1903, separate of 3'. pages each, or with
English and Spanish pamphlets. $2.25; both civil and criminal bound In on4
full leather $3.
Flexible book, 80 pazea civil and 320 p&gos
Sheriff's
Ccver Pock't Dockets, single,
1.25; criminal. To introduce them they are
New offered at the following prices
twe or more books, $1 each.
J2.7
M:xico Eupreme Court Reports, Noi Civil or Criminal
aU'ionaI for a single
t and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com For 45orcents
55 cents additional for a
yilation Corporation Las, 75 c. Com docket,
docket, they will be sent
pllation Mining Laws, 0 c Money' combination
mall or prepaid express. Caah la
by
of
New
taV
Mico Fjports.
Mget
full must accompany
order. Stau
aheos. R.50: full list school blanks.
plainly whether English or Spanish
Is wasted.
Let Him Know It IT you are out ol printed baadlna;
a position, you must let the employer a
Mexlcaa
Want ad i th
know It. A waDt advertisement In the
If you want anyf.hlnr oa &rtn trj
New Mexican will reach every business and professional man In the city
and county and a great many in the
Carriage, Automobile,
territory. If yon have any special tal
AN
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
,

Re; ;

(By Special Leased VTlre to Hew Mexican)
Buenos Ayres, Jan. 15. Paraguay(By Special t,easert wire to ?Jew Mexican 1
Washington, D. C, Jan. 15. The an revolutionaries have captured

Iwet sugar industry and its benefit to
California farmers was described to
the House sugar investigating committee today by William Newlands, a
Hun;Ington Beach, Calif., farmer. He

7.30.

ALAN 11. McCORD, W. M.
CHAS. E. LiNNEY. Secretary.

vw

OF PARAGUAY
CAPTURED BY RESELS.

Garrison at Capital of Asuncion
mained Neutral During the
Uprising.

4f

Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, . F. & A. M.
Regular commune
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hall
aJ

IBM

Then all his days were gloomy
And all his nights were drear;
No kindly ray Illumed his path.
No gladness did appear.

Se-

Is the best f all medicines for the cure of diseases,
disorders and weaknesses peculiar to women. It is the
only preparation of its kind devised by a regularly graduated physician an experienced and skilled specialist in
'
the diseases of women.
It is a safe medicine in any condition of tne system.
THE ONE REMEDY which contains no alcohol
and no injurious
drugs and which
creates no craving for such stimulants'.
THE ONE REMEDY so good that its makers
are not afraid to print its every ingredient on
each outside bottle wrapper and attest to the
truthfulness of the same under oath.

GOAL OF HAPPINESS.

Be sJlpped away from Trouble
Across life's stormy plain.
But Trouble followed on his trail
And dragged him back again.

Fu-

Pierce's Favorite Prescription

It

Fratern al Soci et ies

.aI

m
WatmYr
JC 111
" &m " T)a
wuci 1t
I'd die to make you happy!

mibs uutting
not?

tut

1

..

1UVO

......

w

JVUl

suppose you did

Relieves C AT A R

R H

of

N
SIG
PAINTING

Mirror Silvering
Etching: on Glass
and Brass

j SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE,
305 San Francisco

Street.

if:

SHE SANTA FE SEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. II.

PACE EIGHT

'1

j

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No. 4.

BAKERY.

The best of Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Cookies,
V
afers, Macaroons, Buns, Rolls, etc.

MARKET.

the Best Packing House Goods r
Meats, Sausages, etc. We have at all times a good sup- ply of Poultry Hens, Springs, Turkeys and Ducks. In
market.
fact, everything usually carried in a first-claWe handle nothing but

ss

F.Andrews

41-4l--

4

everything, Imported and Domestic.

).4.

MARKETREPORT

PERSOlLpTIQN.

GROCERIES.

JANUARY 15, 1912.

40c, an advance of 4c over last week.
The funer- the load of hay. Roy Spanish
succumbed to pneumonia.
for the week, 615,000 pounds..
Output
afternoon
tomorrow
will
al
take
place
THE DAILY SOUND
a 2 o'clock. Interment will be made
Closing Quotations.
FIRE DESTROYS PASADENA
in Rosario cemetery.
New York, Jan. 13. Call money
HTOTEL THIS MORNING.
remedy,
The Good
Prime paper 3 3r4414;
Zook's
at
made
castor
oil,
palatable
WEATHER FORECAST.
X
X
Mexican
dollars
Silver 551-2- ;
47; Heroic Rescue of Sick Child By Bell
(Continued From Ps;s Five.)'
Denver, Colo., Jan. 15. Colo- - Jt Pharmacy.
Tin 43.7545;
Copper
13.7514;
Boys Loss Figures Up QuarV rado Tonight fair and warm- 641-2- ;
Smiling Weather Tomorrow is to
ter Million,
of the circula- - Lead 4.404.50; Amalgamated
H.
II.
manager
Fris,
warmer,
and
even
as
bo
sunshiny,
er except in north, central porbid; Atchison 105;
Sugar 114
Weather
the
declares
X than today,
New York (Bv Special Leased TVre to New Mexican
Great Northern 1261-8- ;
tion; Tuesday fair.
tnd.nv- i
cani,
Yesterday, the maximum
New Mexico Tonight fair,' X Bureau.
! Central 107; Northern Pacific 115
Pasadena, Calif., Jan. 15. Fire
newspa-old
an
H.
MeCutcheon,
J
temperature in the shade was 4S, and
not much change in tempera- 153; Southern Pacific 109
early
today destroyed the Pasadena
visitor
coming
Fe
a
Santa
is
X in the sun 72 degrees, while the mini- Herman,
66
Pacific 1671-4- ;
Union
ture.
Steel
a loss of $250,000. Guests
hotel
with
Lincoln
county.
mum last night was 2G degrees. The up from
Si eel, pfd. 110
were warned in time to escape and
H. B. Hening, the efficient secretary
of
a
maximum
velocity
attained
wind
Lead and Zinc,
the fire was marked by the heroic
miles an hour but the day was of the Bureau of Immigration, spent
We Can Design that gown for you.
Jan. 15. Lead rescue of the sick child of George H.
St. Louis, Mo.,
in
the
Capital.
the
day
pleasant. On Saturday the maximum
The W. H. Goebel Co.
spelter strong, Cherry, by bell boys w'ho made their
Mrs. Pablo R. Delgado of Espanola steady, 4.354.40;
was 41 and the minimum 24 degrees
WANTED Clean
cotton
Ft.
Jan. 15. A way through the dense smoke to the
Worth,
rags-f- our
$6.50;
Texas,
in
few
a
for
days
relatives,
is
room where the sick child was lying.
cents per pound. New Mexican and the day was also clear and pleas thevisiting
6.50.
city.
ant.
office.
Butter.
The hotel was the first big tonrist
Have Your Formulas for chapped
Mayor's Convention Tomorrow To MUSICAL TREAT THIS
Elgin, 111., Jan. 15. Buter firm at hostelry erected here in 18SS.
morrow, a convention of New Mexico
hands filled at Zook's.
WEEK AT THE ELKS,.
Demonstration Train Arrives The mayors is to mei in ouiua re iu
the
to
legislation to be proposed
agricultural demonstration train arMiss McFie, Assisted By Staff of Comrived this afternoon ahead of time, first st.ite legislature regarding muniOrder your flowers now for the
petent Artists, Will Give Recital
Rapulling into the depot at 3:20 p. m.
cipalities. Mayor J. J. Shuler of
E NDON
INAUGURAL BALL
Evening.
Friday
alW. C. T. U. Meeting Tue W. C. T. ton, Mayor Veal of Roswell are
at
the
Mayor
U. will meet at the home of Mrs. Pat- ready here for the convention.
Miss McFie has returned from ChiLocated One Block East from the Old San Miguel Church.
terson on Palace avenue tomorrow, Elder of Albuquerque sends regrets cago for the purpose of conducting a
PRICES:
Tuesday afternoon, at 3 o'clock. All tlia illness in his family prevented musical recital and concert for the
his coming, although it was he who benefit of the Elks who are erecting
members are urged to be present.
. . $2.50 to $12.00 per dozen
.
American
Beauties,
Instructor in Voice, Warren .C. had issued the call for the convention. a beautiful new home in this city.
1.50 to 2.50 "
. .
Pink
and
Roses,
White,
of
the
Highest! Tne Smoker smokes with
Wade, 1S1 Palace avenue.
a
is
McFie
Miss
graduate
.
2.00 to 3.00 "
Roses, Red,
j
Conservatory of Music of
ti0n when he selects his cigars at
1.50 "
1.00 to
Pink
vocRed,
&Wnite,
Carnations,
be
Overshoes for your horses can
book's
Chicago and is now a teacher of
"
.
1.25
.
.
Yellow
the
had at Goebels.
Snap Dragons,
fol- - al music and sight reading in
n Governor.s special Car--The
of
1.0)
school
music
Chicago.
Sherwood
Narcissus,
C.
High Requiem Mass High requiem
t
W
"
J"l"5
f tho ,,,!
ll,
1.00
services
m.,, t,,r.
Lilys of th3 Valley, . . . .
and family occupied the Miss McFie has secured the
musicians to aslate G. B. Pop will be celebrated McDonald
V 25c and 50c per bunch
.
class
.
first
of
three
Violets,
which
Carrizozo
from
Pullman
Wednesday morning at 8 o'clock at special
Mr. sist her, so that a varied program
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
Phone Black 12.
will be rendthe Cathedral. Friends are invited. arrived yesterday afternoon:
Ben- - cp.'culated to please all,
Master
John
Mrs.
and
McCourt,
ered. Miss Lillian Hesselden cf Al
Special Orders taken for hand decorated favors, place or tally cards. lamin and Miss Dorothy McCourt;
buquerque, an accomplished pianist, ,
Mr. end Mrs. W. J. Rolland; Mr. and
Address "H." New Mexican.
will appear as a soloist and accom- - i
Mrs
and
On page three you will find a rem- - Mrs. John A. Haley; Mr.
panist. Mrs. Charles A. Cunningham
L. TJliich; Mr. and Mrs. M. B.
edy for those tired feet. John Pflue-ge- r George
recently of Guthrie, Oklahoma, and a
W.
T.
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Watson;
of national reputation, will
has the agency for the celebrated Foreman;
harpist
Miss
Dr. Reed cushion sole shoe and it has Mr. and Mrs. Porfirio Chaves,
render beautiful solos upon her twelve
Look Diagracia Chavez; Mrs. Ade'3 Calfee; hundred dollar harp. Mrs. Lola B.
no superior on the market.
Miss Georgia Lesnet, A. H. Hudspeth, Henderson recently of Chicago, now
them over.
W. J. Doering, Joseph a teacher of music in Albuquerque,
Choral
Society The Santa Fe Albert Ziegler,
,
NEEDS NO INTRODUCTION TO THE WAGON PUBLIC.
a first class violinist, will make her
Choral Society will meet at the home Holzman, Thomas DuBoi3, E. Langs-tonFrank S. Simmons, James Handi-b.o- ; fiist appearance in Santa Fe as a
of Dr. Harrison Tuesday evening JanFelipe Sanchez y Baca, J. JL
violin soloist. All of these musical
uary 16th at 7:30. Every singer in
You
STUDEBAKER QUALITY
you
L. Sena, J. L. Lawson and J. C. artists will unite in rendering the
Santa Fe is urged to be present.
is
Hughes.
Chamber of Commerce Meeting
closing numbers of the program.
of
At the meeting of the Chamber
Gives Birth to Child on Load of Hay This entertainment will be given on
com19,
Commerce tomorrow evening at 8
A strange but happily, safe occur- Friday evening, January
o clock at the Palace of the Governrence accompanied the advent into mencing at 8:30 p. m. in the Elks'
We have more Wagons on hand than we want to carry, and
ors, a permanent salaried secretary is this life of the little son of Mr. and theater in this city.
to be elected and other important Mrs. Fred Holder last Tuesday, Janas these Wagons are placed with us on consignment, we have
The
business transacted.
9th.
CANELEJAS
anticipating
mother,
PREMIER
uary
been instructed by the factory to sell them at the following
RECONSIDERS RESIGNATION.
Sad Bereavement of County Treas confinement in'the near future, was
prices:
child
town
with her four
urer Death entered the home of coming to
County Treasurer and Mrs. Celso Lo- ren, riding on a load of hay with her (Bv Pnpplal lifHSPd TTIre to New Mexican)
Jan. 15. Premier Jose
2 8 inch, Business Pole,
Madrid,
$62.50
pez today taking away their interest- father, T. A. Smith. When several
who
bounc
to
a
yesterday tendered
birth
she
Canelejas,
out
miles
Carmelita
gave
Lopez,
ing little daughter,
of
2
a&ed one year and three months, who ing baby boy as they rode along on his resignation, together with that
82.50
Farm,- inch,
the other members of the Spanish
on
the
Alfonso
to
King
cabinet,
3 inch, Mountain Farm,
100.00
question of a divergence of views as
a
to the reprieve of Chaco Chiquita,
ALL WIDE TRACK.
sailor who had been sentenced to
office
resume
to
has
agreed
death,
with the same ministry.
Prices hold good for immediate
Cash or

DP.)

GROCERY, BAKERY AND MARKET.

We have

MONDAY,

Phone No. 4.

4
4

4
4
4

'
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WE RECOMMEND

THE

TO YOU

mm

.....

Bush-Templ- e

j

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

Wa have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITKIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an
s
variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
end-les-

It's the Watch for You."

n.nr

STUDEBAKERl

!

If

3$

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTE Perfect service in our watch
is oar hobby. Try it.

repair-departme-

nt

Cas-au-

all know
know that it

and
the best wagon on

the market.

JWaaiMI'i

IH

Hi1

D. S. L0WITZK!

I

3--

Two Good
Two
One

Second-han-

"

"

Second-han-

d

Saddles and Bridles
Ranges with Reservoirs
Buffet,

One

"

"

One

"

"

..

Combination

Golden Oak
Bookcase

Marble Top Cen. Table
One Typewriter Desk,
One Roll Top Desk

34

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

j

All Go At Bargains
PHONE 56
SANTA
N.
BLACK,

FE,

M.

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
::::

Phone, Black 204.

415 Palace Avenue

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to thank our many friends
for their kindness, sympathy and flow-- '
ers during the illness and death of
our beloved mother. Mr. and Mrs. A
Digneo and Berardinelli family.

Standard

easy payments.
acceptance only, and subject to change without notice.

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.
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AND YOUNG MEN'S WINTER SUITS.

4

Son?

TAILORING

$25.00 and $30.00
P
Suits now for

f

sC

"

E

f--

,

5.00

CLOTHES is well
Our reputation in the TAILOR-MADknown to you allthat we make nothing but the finest workmanship, and when you wear Salmon's Suits you are dressed
to perfection. We will be pleased to show you the hand
some woolens. The patterns are new and were never
more attractive.

'I

t

IS A TRADE BY ITSELF.

Our many

Suits taught
experience in the Tailor-Mad- e
us that the best advertisement is the best work. We are
capable of doing the finest kind of tailoring and the more
artistic fitting garment that anybody on earth can build.
We aim to advertise our splendid tailoring in this way, and
so our business grows.

jt-- '

t

CLOTHES FOR MEN

TAILOR-MAD- E

$35.00 Suits
Overcoats the Same Price

$ 1 7.50

70

MEN AND W0MEN!
If you have a Suit or a Dress
for repairing and cleaning, bring it to the Big Store. Ed.
work. If you think
Syufy is in charge, doing only first-clas- s
anything of your clothes, put them in his hands.

DPflAI NOTIfP
JlCLlAL
nUlllC

jjj

CoiiTight Hart Schaffner & Mtrx

WE WILL MAKE YOU AN UPTODATE DRESS SUIT FOR $37.50
This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner

I

&

Marx Clothes

